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Abstract: A numerical method for forced convective boiling in an annulus needs to be 

developed in order to elucidate the reason for nucleation enhancement by disturbance waves. 

We first developed a numerical strategy to model the development of disturbance waves in 

annular flows where the highly turbulent gas core flow drives the laminar liquid flow 

upwards using advanced CFD tool TransAT. In which, the interface tracking method (e.g. 

Level-set) combined with a scale-resolving turbulence simulation technique (Large Eddy 

Simulation) was employed to capture dominant turbulence and interfacial scales. Then, the 

disturbance wave phenomenon in a vertical steam-water annulus system was investigated and 

analyzed. The finding reported in the present work provides insight into the evolution of 

disturbance wave and its influence on the heat transfer in annular flow. The modelling results 

revealed that locally hot ‘spots’ occurred upstream of disturbance wave. These locally 
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overheated zones could play key roles in activating the nucleation boiling sites. In addition, 

the inception criteria of disturbance wave were explored by adjusting the mass flux of 

saturated water. And it was found no disturbance waves occurred at liquid film Reynolds 

number lower than the critical value, 225.  

Keywords: disturbance wave, annular flow, heat transfer, Large Eddy Simulation.  

 

1. Introduction 

Annular two-phase gas-liquid (or vapour-liquid) flow occurs in a wide range of industrial 

equipment (boilers, condensers, pipelines, etc.) and is characterized by the presence of a thin, 

wavy liquid film driven along the wall by the shear force exerted by the gas (or vapor) phase 

in the core [1]. The film/core interface is covered by a complex pattern of waves. These 

waves are typically of two main types, namely ripples which are of small amplitude and 

cover the whole film surface and disturbance waves. The disturbance waves have the 

amplitude of the order of 5-6 times the mean film thickness and travel along the interface at 

much higher velocity than do the ripples [2]. Calculation of the mean heat transfer coefficient  

in annular flow based on mean film thickness and mean interfacial shear stress gives rise to a 

gross over-prediction of the coefficient [3] and it is evident that the intermittent nature of 

annular flow (and in particular the influence of disturbance waves) needs to be taken into 

account. Moreover, the experiments observed that nucleate boiling occurred in the 

disturbance wave itself and was suppressed in the substrate regions [4]. Possible explanations 

of this behavior include the following: Reduction of pressure in the wave region [5]; 

Decrease of saturation temperature induced by pressure reduction [6]; Bubble entrainment in 

waves [7]. The aim of present work attempts to improve fundamental understanding of the 
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evolution of disturbance wave and its influence on the heat transfer and nucleate boiling in a 

steam-water annular flow using Large Eddy & Interface Simulation (LEIS) method.  

To this end, we have developed a numerical strategy to model the development of 

disturbance waves in annular flows where the highly turbulent gas core flow drives the 

laminar liquid flow upwards using CFD tool TransAT [8]. In which, the interface tracking 

method (e.g. Level-set) combined with a scale-resolving turbulence simulation technique 

(e.g. Large Eddy Simulation) was employed to capture dominant turbulence and interfacial 

scales. The method involves filtering continuity and Navier-Stokes equations a-priori defined 

for the one-fluid formulation. And a direct phase change model was employed to predict the 

mass transfer rate of saturated water caused by the local temperature gradients. Then, the 

mass- and heat- transfer processes in the non-boiling annular flow was investigated to 

provide insight into the temperature gradient underneath the wave region. The modeling 

results are indicative and showing that disturbance waves trigger the locally overheated zones 

that could play key roles in activating the nucleation boiling sites. Furthermore, the 

characteristics of disturbance wave and its inception criteria have been studied and compared 

to those obtained from literature reports. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present the details of our 

model. A discussion of our numerical results is provided in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 is 

devoted to concluding remarks.  

2. Numerical Experiment 

2.1 Target experiment setup 

The target experiment is a specially constructed annulus test section used to study the onset 

of nucleate boiling in upwards co-current annular flow [4]. The schematic of the test section 

was briefly illustrated in Fig. 1. The main test section consists of a heated inner tube (outer 

diameter 19.05 mm), a concentric glass tube (inner diameter 32 mm) and a further glass tube 
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(inner diameter 48 mm). The saturated water (temperature 373.15 K) is injected at the bottom 

end of the test section and flows as a film coating the inner tube surface dragged upwards by 

the steam (temperature 393.15 K, pressure 1.9 bar) entering at the bottom header and flowing 

in the annular gap between the inner tube and a concentric glass tube. In the present work, 

only part of the annulus is used for the simulations as discussed in Section 2.4. 

 

Figure 1 The schematic of disturbance wave in the annulus. 

In the experiment, the wall heat flux was adjusted to create fully developed nucleate boiling 

in the liquid film. The total mass flux and mass quality were also adjusted to obtain a range of 

liquid film Reynolds number (100-800). 

2.2 Governing Equations 

To predict the transient turbulent interfacial flow field accurately, the one-fluid formulation 

coupled with a wall-resolved Large Eddy Simulation (LES) approach is employed within the 

Finite Volume Method framework [9]. The governing equations of a mixture of two 

incompressible phases consist of two continuity equations, Eq. 1 for the mass of mixture and 

Eq. 2 for the phase marker function, and a single set of momentum and energy equations, 
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Eqs. 3 and 4, respectively. The filtered governing equations solved herein can be written as 

follows:  

擢諦擢痛 髪 擢擢掴日 岫貢憲博沈岻 噺 ど  (1) 

擢笛拍擢痛 髪 擢擢掴日 岫憲博沈剛博岻 噺 伐 諦諦薙 陳岌諦奈 嵳擢笛拍擢掴日嵳  (2) 

擢通拍日擢痛 髪 擢擢掴乳 盤憲博沈憲博珍匪 噺 伐 怠諦 擢椎違擢掴日 髪 怠諦 擢蹄日乳擢掴乳 伐 擢邸日乳擢掴乳 髪 賛 髪 購腔契絞岫剛岻  (3) 

擢寵妊脹博擢痛 髪 擢擢掴日 盤憲博沈系椎劇博匪 噺 怠諦 擢擢掴日 岾膏 擢脹博擢掴日峇 髪 圏岌   (4) 

where 喧, 憲, 劇, and 剛 are the filtered pressure, velocity, temperature and level-set function for 

the mixture, respectively. と, Cp and そ are the density, heat capacity and thermal conductivity 

of the mixture that are linked directly to the property of each phase (the subscripts, L and G 

denoting the phase index for liquid phase and gas phase, respectively) and updated using 剛. 

And 圏岌  is the volumetric heat source. More details of level-set function and mass transfer 

term, 兼岌 ,  in Eq. 2 can be found in Section 2.3.  

 On the right-hand-side of the filtered momentum equation (Eq. 3), the term 購腔契絞岫剛岻 

refers the surface tension force, with j for the surface tension coefficient of taking the value 

of 0.05497 N/m for steam-water at 393 K, せ for the surface curvature, n standing for the 

normal vector to the interface, and h(轄) for a smoothed Dirac delta function centred at the 

interface. g is the gravitational body force. The subscripts, i, j and k are the vector 

components in the ith, jth and kth directions, respectively. The viscous stress tensor 購沈珍 is 

written as: 

購沈珍 岩 釆航 磐擢通拍日擢掴乳 髪 擢通拍乳擢掴日卑 伐 態戴 航 擢通拍入擢掴入 絞沈珍挽          (5) 

 

where た is the molecular viscosity of the mixture. 

The unknown term,酵沈珍, is the sub-grid scale stress defined as 酵沈珍 噺 憲沈憲珍 伐 憲沈憲珍 . In the 

present case, an eddy viscosity approach was chosen to the model the sub-grid stress tensor 
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such that 酵沈珍 噺 伐に航痛鯨沈珍 with 航痛 being the sub-grid scale turbulent viscosity. Here, 鯨沈珍 is the 

mean rate-of-strain tensor for the resolved scales defined by: 

鯨違沈珍 噺 怠態 磐擢通拍乳擢掴日 髪 擢通拍日擢掴乳卑          (6) 

The Subgrid-scale (SGS) eddy viscosity, 航痛, that was modeled by wall-adapting local eddy-

viscosity (WALE) method [10] given as below. 

航痛 噺 貢岫系栂ッ岻態 岫聴日乳匂 聴日乳匂 岻典【鉄岫聴違日乳聴違日乳岻天【鉄袋岫聴日乳匂 聴日乳匂 岻天【填          (7) 

 

where the SGS model constant 系栂 噺 紐など┻は系鎚態 and Cs is set equal to 0.08 that yields 

satisfactory results for turbulent multiphase flows [11]. 〉 is the local grid size. The operator 鯨沈珍鳥  is defined as: 鯨沈珍鳥  噺 怠態 盤訣違沈珍態 髪 訣違珍沈態 匪 伐 怠戴 絞沈珍訣違賃賃態          (8) 訣違沈珍  噺 擢通拍日擢掴乳                (9) 

where, 訣違賃賃態 噺 訣違沈賃訣違賃珍 and 絞沈珍is the Kronecker symbol. 

2.3 The level-set method and phase change model 

In order to track the interface evolution of multiphase flow and update the mixture 

properties, the level-set method [12] is employed in the present work. The Level Set approach 

consists in solving a level-set advection equation, see Eq. 2, to track the interface on a fixed 

Eulerian grid. The level-set function, 剛岫捲┸ 建岻, is a smooth signed-distance function referring 

to the shortest distance to the front. The original level-set advection equation was extended 

with a source term to take into account the phase change due to the heat transfer, see the term 

on the right hand side of Eq. 2. The total velocity component in the convection term of Eq. 2 

can be computed as 掲 噺 掲算蚕残残 髪 u彫券屎王, where ucell is the cell centre velocity field, u彫 is the 

interfacial velocity due to the mass transfer across the phase interface 噺 貢彫兼岌 . 貢彫 is defined as 

the difference between the inverse of fluid density across the interface 噺 怠諦薙 伐 怠諦奈, and 券屎王 is 
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normal vector to the interface. The exact location of the interface corresponds to the zero 

level of 剛.  

To update material properties like density, viscosity, heat capacity and thermal 

conductivity, a Heaviside function 茎岫剛岻 is introduced defined by 

茎岫剛岻 噺 犯ど        if        剛 隼 どな        if        剛 半 ど                    (10) 

A modified Heaviside function denoted by 茎悌岫剛岻 is employed to smooth the physical 

properties (density, thermal conductivity, heat capacity and molecular viscosity) across a 

diffused interface thickness of 2i.  貢┸ 膏┸ 系椎┸ 航 噺 貢┸ 膏┸ 航孕挑 ゲ 茎拍岫剛岻 髪 貢┸ 膏┸ 系椎┸ 航孕弔 ゲ 盤な 伐 茎拍岫剛岻匪                (11) 

where 茎悌岫剛岻 defined by 

茎悌岫剛岻 噺 崔ど┸                                         if  剛 隼 伐綱怠態 峙な 髪 tanh 岫態笛悌 岻峩 ┸            if 】剛】 判 綱な┸                                        if  剛 伴 綱                                                           (12) 

with the value of i taken as one-half of mesh size.  

The interfacial mass transfer rate,兼岌 , due to the heat and mass transfer process, e.g. 

evaporation, is obtained from the direct phase change model in which mass transfer is given 

by the formula 兼岌 噺 態碇岫脹貸脹濡尼禰岻弟岫笛岻挑                      (13) 

where T is the temperature, Tsat the saturation temperature of water phase, そ the thermal 

conductivity, L the latent heat of phase change. Note this mass transfer term is calculated 

only in the cells containing the interface. 

2.4 Numerical model setup 

The above upward co-current annular flow has been simulated using the commercial CFD 

solver TransAT V.5.1. The code takes the advantages of the solver’s Finite Volume 

discretization feature to solve the two-phase Navier-Stokes (NS) system and the level-set 
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method in which a signed distance function is employed to capture the interface implicitly 

allows predicting the complex interfacial flows. To accurately explore the turbulent field in 

the current system, LES resolves large turbulent eddies directly and accounts for smaller 

eddies using the WALE model. The LES method makes it possible to largely resolve 

turbulence at a reasonable computational cost. To emulate the turbulent stress in the boundary 

layer, the Werner/Wengle wall function [13] that employs an analytical integration of power-

law near-wall velocity distribution was incorporated with LES. 

 
Figure 2 Procedure of CFD modelling of non-boiling heat transfer in disturbance wave 

using TransAT software. 

The whole simulation procedure includes 3 steps: coarse grid simulation solving Eqs. 1 &3 

for a turbulent single phase flow, medium grid simulation solving Eqs. 1-4 for two-phase 

flow with the heat transfer process, and fine grid simulation solving the same equations as the 

previous step but a much finer grid, see the flow chart in Fig. 2. The method of interpolating 

coarse gird onto fine grid has been widely investigated and found the maximum error of 
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extrapolated values is less than 1% [14]. It is therefore valuable to adopt this method for the 

present study. 

The concept is that the single phase flow was model based on a coarse grid in order to 

develop turbulence in a short computing time, the predicted turbulent field was interpreted as 

initial condition for a two-phase flow on a medium grid which runs hundreds time steps to 

produce the multiphase flow field, this turbulent multiphase flow field was further imposed 

on a fine grid to capture the spatio-temporal evolution of disturbance wave. By specifying the 

wall heat flux and solving the energy equation, the temperature distribution beneath the wave 

region can be predicted. In the present study, the nucleation boiling model was deactivated. 

We only investigate the heat transfer in the annular flow. 

Ideally, the whole annulus 0.79 m long needs to be considered. This will extremely 

increase the computing load.  Therefore, part of the annulus was extracted for the present 

simulation, see Fig. 3. The computing domain is a block with dimension 2ヾh×h×ヾh in x-, y- 

and z- direction. The hydraulic diameter, h, equals 6 mm for the current annulus system. The 

left/right, front/back boundary condition were defined as periodic. The top and bottom 

surfaces were specified as the solid walls which have equal heat flux in/out respectively. 

 

Figure 3 Computational domain and the boundary conditions (vertical annulus shown 

horizontally for diagrammatic purposes). 
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Figure 4 a) Coarse grid (nx×ny×nz = 20×16×13) simulation setup; b) history of absolute 

turbulent kinetic energy averaged over the domain; c) the velocity contours on a slice in the 

middle of the domain at 10 000 time step. 

First, a periodic simulation is run on a coarse grid until a turbulent steam flow has fully 

developed. To develop turbulence the flow needs time to develop. To check if the turbulence 

is already fully developed, it’s useful to plot the absolute turbulent kinetic energy averaged 

over the domain versus the flow time history. Once the curve oscillates around a mean value, 

turbulence has developed.  After around 4 000 time steps, the history of absolute turbulent 

kinetic energy curve becomes flat, which reflects a fully development turbulent flow in the 

computing domain (to the level possible on such a coarse grid), see Fig. 4b). The velocity 

contours showing highly turbulent bulk flow along the annulus vertical center plane at 10 000 

time steps was displayed in Fig. 4c).  
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Figure 5 a) Medium grid (nx×ny×nz = 33×37×25) simulation setup; b) history of turbulent 

kinetic energy; velocity contour and steam/water interface (vertical annulus shown 

horizontally for diagrammatic purposes) at 500 time step 

Second, re-do all the setup on a medium grid in which the number of cells was doubled in 

each direction, see Fig. 5a). Then initialize the flow by the results (pressure and velocity 

field) of the coarse grid simulation. Meanwhile, patch a liquid (saturated water in the present 

study) film with certain thickness above the bottom wall and let the liquid film develop by the 

interfacial friction forced generated by the high speed bulk steam flow. After around 500 time 

steps, the initial condition of the wavy interface was generated, see Fig. 5c). The time history 

of turbulent kinetic energy curve for the system was given in Fig. 5b). 

Third, the turbulent multiphase field predicted from the medium grid was imposed on a fine 

grid (y+ < 5) in order to largely resolve the turbulent flow from the bulk to the wall region 

using LES, see Fig. 6a). Meanwhile, a positive heat flux was applied on the bottom wall to 

mimic the heated inner surface employed in the experiments. An example of instantaneous 

iso-surface of steam-water interface predicted using the fine grid at 10 000 time steps was 

shown in Fig. 6b). 

 

a)                                                                             b) 
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Figure 6 a) Fine grid (nx×ny×nz = 81×100×40) simulation setup: non-boiling heat transfer, 

b) the iso-surface of steam/water interface colored by velocity magnitude  at 10 000 time 

steps (vertical annulus shown horizontally for diagrammatic purposes). 

The implicit unsteady simulation was run on the fine grid simulation for 3 s flow time with 

an adaptive time step. The computing domain was split into 4 sub-blocks and the parallel 

calculation conducted on 4-CPUs took total 384 CPU hours. The SIMPLE algorithm was 

used for pressure-velocity coupling and the HLPA scheme [15] was used to discretize the 

convection terms in the energy and momentum equations. The QUICK scheme [16] was 

employed for the level set equation. 

3. Modeling Results and Discussion 

3.1 Disturbance wave characteristics 

In the present work, the baseline model attempted to investigate the disturbance wave 

initiation and droplets entrainment in a vertical annulus without wall heat flux. The predicted 

instantaneous velocity contour and steam/water interface were presented in Fig. 7. As shown, 

initially, the liquid film was covered with ripples (t = 0.0 s) but these evolve into the larger 

waves (t = 0.5 – 1.5 s) and the disturbance waves were formed gradually (t = 2.0 – 3.0 s). In 

addition, the liquid film was shed in droplets due to the shear from high velocity steam. The 

entrained droplets tended to coalescence and form relatively large liquid masses 

accumulating near the upper wall. The velocity contours clearly show relatively faster 

moving steam flow (red color) in the core region and lower velocity (blue color) near the wall 

region. 

As the wall heat flux was imposed on the inner wall, the instantaneous contours of 

temperature and mass transfer rate along the annulus vertical center plane were recorded, see 

Fig. 8. The liquid film was heated up by the hot wall surface gradually, as shown by high 

temperature region (more strongly colored, i.e. red) adjacent to the bottom wall. Note that the 
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temperature contours showed the fluids near the inner wall have a relatively higher 

temperature than those at the outer wall region. This was because the same amount of 

negative heat flux was imposed on the outer wall to balance out the positive heat flux 

imposed on the inner wall. In addition, the nucleate boiling in liquid film observed in the 

experiment has not been taken into account in the present the CFD simulation to avoid the 

numerical uncertainties caused by the nucleate boiling model itself. The heat transfer from 

liquid phase to steam phase was therefore under-predicted, resulting in the higher temperature 

in the liquid field compared to the steam phase. The contours of mass transfer rate revealed 

that the higher the temperature of liquid field, the faster the phase transfer. That was because 

the mass transfer rate is temperature dependent.  

To obtain a quantitative view on the profile of disturbance wave, the evolution of the liquid 

film thickness along the annulus vertical center plane was presented in Fig. 9a). As shown, 

the early disturbance wave has a sinusoid shape and its amplitude tends to decrease as the 

wave evolves due to the shedding and droplet entrainment. As the wave became fully 

developed, it eventually led to a distorted sinusoid shape and the decrease of wave amplitude 

was less pronounced because droplets entrainment and deposition approached the equilibrium 

state. The amplitude of fully developed disturbance wave is ~0.45 mm that was about 4 times 

the mean film thickness of substrate region, ~0.11 mm.  Moreover, the wave region covered 

one-third of the interface length compared to one-fifth measured by experiments [2]. This 

indicated the predicted disturbance wave frequency was slightly lower than measurement. 
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Figure 7 Instantaneous velocity contour (vertical center plane) and steam/water interface 

(grey sheet) for condition: Reynolds number of steam, ReG = 36 000, Reynolds number of 

saturated water, ReLF = 350, without wall heat flux (vertical annulus shown horizontally for 

diagrammatic purposes). 
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Figure 8 Predicted contours for instantaneous temperature and mass transfer rate along the 

annulus vertical center plane for conditions: Reynolds number of steam, ReG = 36 000, 

Reynolds number of saturated water, ReLF = 350 wall heat flux 100.0 kW/m2. The white 

curves in the contour represent the steam/water interface (vertical annulus shown horizontally 

for diagrammatic purposes).  

 

a)                                                                                   b)  
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                                 c) 

Figure 9 Predicted a) liquid film thickness, b) wall temperature profile along the annulus 

vertical center plane at different time instants conditions, and c) instantaneous wall surface 

temperature distribution: Reynolds number of steam, ReG = 36 000, Reynolds number of 

saturated water, ReLF = 350, wall heat flux 100.0 kW/m2.  

To investigate the influence of disturbance waves on heat transfer, the evolution of the wall 

temperature profile along the annulus vertical center plane was presented in Fig. 9b). At the 

early stage (0-0.5s), the conduction heat transfer from the wall surface to adjacent liquid 

phase just started and thus wall surface exhibited a more or less uniform temperature 

distribution. If superimposing the transient wave profile and wall temperature curve, one can 

clearly see the temperature spikes (Twall >> Tsat) tend to appear at the tail of waves at different 

time transients. This temperature spikes indicated the locally hot ‘spots’ (see Fig. 9c)) 

appeared at the upstream of wave and potentially triggered the nucleation boiling sites. This 

finding is consistent with the experimental observation by Barbosa et al. 2003 [4] in which 

the activate nucleation sites are usually induced by the passage of the waves.  

3.2 Critical Reynolds number of liquid film 

Many experimental researches reported that the inception of disturbance wave takes place 

only when the Reynolds number of liquid film, ReLF (defined as 迎結挑庁 噺 槌岌 薙訂朕禎薙), is higher than 

critical value, e.g. Ishii and Grolmes [17], 340; Asali et al. [18], 480; Owen [19], 410; 

Azzopardi [20], 170; Barbosa et al. [4], 166. No disturbance waves were observed at ReLF 
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lower than those of the cases. Numerical prediction on this critical ReLF would be very 

valuable in terms of CFD model validation. To explore this critical ReLF numerically, a set of 

3D CFD simulations have been conducted over the ReLF ranges (117-750). The basic model 

setup and geometry were taken as same as those described in Section 2.4. Although no mass 

flux boundary condition was used in the present simulation, the initial mass flux of saturated 

water entering the annulus can be adjusted by varying the initial thickness and velocity of 

water layer patched above the bottom wall. The mass flux of saturated water, q賀 L, was selected 

as 0.0195 kg/m2-s, 0.039 kg/m2-s, 0.065 kg/m2-s and 0.13 kg/m2-s, which corresponds closely 

to the ReLF, 117, 225, 390 and 790, respectively. A constant mass flux of steam phase, 25 

kg/m2-s was used throughout this investigation, which corresponds to a Reynolds number, 

ReG = 36 000.  
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Figure 10 The transient iso-surface of steam/water interface under flow conditions of 

different ReLF with fixed ReG = 36 000. The iso-surfaces are colored by interfacial velocity 

magnitude and vertical annulus is shown horizontally for diagrammatic purposes. 

The transient iso-surface contours of steam/water interface shown in Fig. 10 demonstrate 

the evolution of the disturbance waves in the steam-water annulus system. Not surprisingly, 

the ripples decay with time elapsing and eventually become a relatively smooth surface under 

the low ReLF (117) condition. Whereas for the higher ReLF (225, 350 and 750) conditions, 

these ripples grow and develop into large disturbance waves that tend to maintain in the 

annulus for a very long time. It seems the critical ReLF for the inception of disturbance wave 

is 225, which is close to the empirical correlation of Azzopardi [20], and experimental 

observation of Barbosa et al. [4]. Note that this critical value is lower than those predicted by 

Ishii and Grolmes’ correction, Asali’s correlation and Owen’s prediction.  

The profiles of fully developed disturbance waves under different ReLF are plotted along 

the annulus vertical center plane, see Fig. 11. In general, the mean liquid film thickness 

elevates as the mass flux of saturated water increases. The result of ReLF (117) shows the 

liquid film is very thin and drying out (dryout) for certain locations. Results of higher ReLF 

present the pronounced disturbance waves that were separated by relatively quiescent 

substrate regions.  
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Figure 11 Predicted water film thickness along the annulus vertical center plane under flow 

conditions of different ReLF with fixed ReG = 36 000.  

4. Conclusion 

The idea for the calculation being done herein arose from the observation that nucleate 

boiling was seen (in the experiments [4]) to be triggered by the disturbance waves. To this 

end, the non-boiling heat transfer in an annulus has been investigated using CFD tool 

TransAT that incorporates the LES and level-set method to the spatial-temporal evolution of 

disturbance wave and the heat transfer in the annulus. Instead of modeling the whole annulus, 

only part of annulus has been extracted and modeled using periodic boundary condition to 

save the computing resources. The transient iso-surface contour of steam-water interface 

clearly illustrated the evolution of disturbance wave in the annulus system. The predicted 

disturbance wave characteristics (peak amplitude, substrate thickness and wave length) were 

comparable to those for the typical disturbance waves [2], in which the maximum film 

thickness is about five times the substrate thickness and the disturbance wave region is to 

cover one-fifth of the total interfacial length. In addition, the velocity field, temperature field 

and phase transfer rate of the steam-water annular flow have been investigated. The wall 

surface temperature profile along the annulus vertical center plane revealed that locally hot 

‘spots’ (which is much higher than the saturation temperature of water) occurred upstream of 

the disturbance wave. Such hot ‘spots’ could potentially trigger the nucleate boiling sites, 

which is consistent with the experimental observation of Barbosa et al. Moreover, the 

influence of liquid film Reynolds number was studied to explore the inception criteria of 

disturbance wave in the annular flow. It was found that disturbance waves are likely to occur 

and maintain in the annulus system if ReLF exceeds the critical value, 225. This critical ReLF 

was in close agreement with certain empirical correlation and experimental observation, but 

also show discrepancy with others. A thorough discussion on this discrepancy could be the 
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future work. In the case of ReLF below the critical value, the disturbance waves tend to decay 

and eventually disappear.  

The disturbance wave plays a crucial role in the heat transfer and nucleate boiling of 

annular flow in the Boiling Water Reactors and, based on the findings reported in the present 

work, further numerical studies of disturbance wave characteristics, e.g. wave frequency and 

velocity, and nucleate boiling are recommended. 
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